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The Ishikawa Silk Company and the Seiy kan were first owned by the Ishikawa family. Ishikawa
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Ikutar , who built up the silk company after failing to break into the tea industry, used the Seiy kan
to receive guests from abroad. Ikutar s younger brother Wasuke had studied abroad in the United
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States and became a Christian priest; when he returned to Japan, he preached at a church older
than the Seiy kan (but on the same block), and his whole family were baptized. Ikutar

and

Wasuke s Christian beliefs influenced both the architecture of the house (furniture in the dining
room also features grapes

this time as a religious symbol, unlike the grape theme I encountered in

my previous trip to Miyashiro Town) and the company s ethics (young women who worked at the silk
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factories were treated as members of the family at the Seiy kan and had reasonable working hours).
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The Seiy kan (literally,
literally, the Western House), originally built for the Ishikawa Sil
Silk Company and
located in Iruma City, is a magnificent building hardly changed from the date of its completion in
1921. This is particularly surprising considering
c
its varied history

first as a place to receive

American businessmen with ties to the silk company,
c
later as housing for American families after it
was confiscated by occupying forces after World
W
War II, then as a private Japanese home,
home and finally
as a designated cultural property open to public observation and used as a sh
shooting location for
music videos,, TV shows, and movies.

Find the grapes! On cabinets, on drawers, on drapes!
2
1920
Since the Seiy kan catered to Ikutar s American business partners, there is significant American
and European influence in the construction: almost all the original lights were electric, the walls and
floors of all but a few of the upstairs rooms were made with wood and wallpaper (instead of Japanese
sh ji screens or tatami mats), and wooden and upholstered tables, chairs, and couches. There are
also a series of stained glass panels, reminiscent of Christian churches, depicting seasonal flowers.
These features were all relatively rare in 1920s Japan.

Japanese room; note the
Original upholstered chairs.

closet on the right.

The mysterious cabinet.

The staircase and table and chairs below.
1937

2

1940

The silk company collapsed in 1937, but the Seiy kan went undamaged during the Great Kanto
Earthquake and World War II. After the war, the Seiy kan was confiscated by the occupying forces.
Because it was located near the Johnson Air Base (present-day Iruma Air Base), the house was used
Stained glass depicting seasonal plants and flowers.

by the American families of commissioned officers and private contractors and also hosted
higher-ups from the General Headquarters of the occupying forces on their visits to the base. As part
of base housing, the Seiy kan was subject to regular military inspection. In addition to changing
the Japanese-style rooms on the second floor (taking out the tatami and sh ji in favor of wood,
converting the

alcoves into closets by adding doors, etc), the Americans added a modern

kitchen off the second-floor hall. Other than those modifications and other necessary repairs, such as
That isn t to say the Seiy kan is without any Japanese influence. The ceilings, though higher than
a typical Japanese home, were traditionally patterned and constructed. Each ceiling has unique
features. There were originally some Japanese-style rooms with tatami as well, but these rooms were
converted into Western-style ones by the occupying forces and only later restored in a Japanese style.
One mystery of the house is a series of

(Chinese characters used in Japanese) on a wooden

cabinet; the origins of the words (China or Japan) are still unclear, but the cabinet has been in the
house from the beginning.

replacing the roof, the rest of the house was largely left in its original condition.

The added kitchen

a piece of 1940s America.

Furniture on the second floor.
The dining hall.

Furniture continuing a traditional Japanese theme

seasonal flowers
1955

Western room, Japanese ceiling.

On the stairway (a silk reel).

in a fusion of styles.
1962

An optical illusion

same floor, different angles.

1962

Most of the base personnel left Japan after the Korean War, and the Seiy kan fell back into the
hands of the Ishikawa family (descendants of the original owners), who lived there from around 1955
to 1962, but continued using the house after that time to host guests. During my visit, I was able to
speak with Mr. Ishikawa, who reminisced about inviting his entire class at school to eat and play in
the dining hall while living in the house with his parents, grandmother, aunt, uncle, and sister. Daily
life in the Seiy kan was, by his account, rather inconvenient
in the winter and it wasn t near the center of town

its high ceilings made the house cold

but he was happy to have his own room! This

family also made sure the house was preserved and restored so that the Seiy kan still exists today.
Now a designated cultural property, the Seiy kan is open to the public for a few days in the spring
and the fall.

A selection of floor and ceiling design (above and below), and a bonus cabinet with Christian imagery.

